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ABSTRACT: Banks set up to operate in accordance with the Islamic Sharia’s principles have expanded in the last two decades. The basic difference between Islamic and non-Islamic banks lies in the fact that the former operate on an equity-participation system in which a predetermined rate of return is not guaranteed, whereas the latter’s operation is based on both equity and debt systems that are driven by interest. This paper assesses the effectiveness of marketing strategies by drawing on quantitative characteristics derived from a sample of Islamic banks in Jordan. It provides recommendations as to the measures to be adopted in order to improve the marketing effectiveness of the Islamic bank in Jordan.
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INTRODUCTION

For the first time since the principles of Islamic finance were laid down in the Holy Quran 14 centuries ago, a global network of Islamic banks and other financial institutions started to take shape only in the 1970s. After that decade, many Jordanian worked in the oil exporting countries where they experienced growth in their economies following the 1973 sharp rise in oil prices. The increase in the surplus of earnings in these countries spills around in neighboring countries like Jordan. At the same time many Arabs were calling for reform and a return to basic Islamic principles. The idea of Islamic banking itself grew out of an increasing desire to conduct financial activities in accordance with Islamic Sharia’s principles. Islamic bank in Jordan opened for business in 1978 to satisfy Jordanian desire for Islamic banking. In this regard, Abdel-Magid (1986) indicates that the resurgence of Islamic movements resulted in three major tendencies in Islamic countries, which can be summarized as follows:

1. To call for a unified Islamic political and economic system that could have a significant impact on the patterns of international trade.
2. To create a "pure" Islamic system in Islamic countries.
3. To adopt the Islamic Sharia’s law as a foundation for business transactions.

Islamic bank of Jordan have similarities with the non-Islamic commercial banks in that both offer similar services and play a major role in the economic development of their societies. However, unlike non-Islamic banks, Islamic bank of Jordan operate within the boundaries of the Islamic Sharia’s, which strictly emphasizes the following in addition to the prohibition of interest:

1. Because the Holy Quran prohibits the consumption of alcohol and pork, Islamic bank of Jordan do not deal with organizations trading in these products.
2. Islamic bank of Jordan should avoid any form of involvement with gambling. However, it is
important to recognize that this specifically relates to direct exposure to casinos, horse racing, and betting and not to the taking of business risks as in dealing with stocks and shares on the stock market.

3. Most of the bank’s activities should be directed towards financing socially productive activities. Consequently, the Islamic bank of Jordan considers business operations relating to the first two issues as unholy and so seeks to avoid them. It can, therefore, be said that the purpose of Islamic bank of Jordan is to employ funds in accordance with the Islamic Sharia’s towards the development of the societies (Islamic and non-Islamic) in which they operate. According to Jabnoun and Tamimi (2003), compared with non-Islamic commercial banking, Islamic banking seeks a just and equitable distribution of resources. In a non-Islamic commercial bank, if a borrower makes a loss on a project financed by a bank loan, the borrower is obliged to pay all interest due on the loan. On the other hand, if the interest rate falls and the borrower secures a high profit, other savers in the commercial bank will not benefit from such a profit. This very specific type of risk taking, which is one of the non-Islamic banking principles, is against the tenets of Islam.

Although the underlying concepts of the Islamic banking system are not similar to the non-Islamic banking system, Islamic bank of Jordan face strong competition from non-Islamic banks. Hence, it is of paramount importance to assess the marketing effectiveness of the Islamic bank of Jordan. The remainder of this paper is organized in seven sections. Section 2 considers reasons behind the prohibition of riba (interest). Section 3 discusses the advantages of Islamic bank of Jordan. In Section 4, the Islamic banking of Jordan system and marketing strategy are analyzed. Section 5 reviews previous studies on marketing effectiveness. Section 6 describes study methodology and data collection. Results are provided in section six. This is followed by the conclusion.

Reasons behind the prohibition of (interest)
The Quran prohibits Muslims from paying or receiving interest. The rationale behind this prohibition remains ambiguous, as the Quran itself does not articulate the specific reasons for such a prohibition. Be it as it may, however, it is evident that the concept of interest is rejected on the grounds of equity. It is the poor and the needy that are most often forced to borrow money, whereas the rich have surplus money to save. Interest, therefore, penalizes the poor and rewards the rich. Moreover, interest is seen as a predetermined percentage payable by a borrower whether profit or loss is incurred as a result of the use of the borrowed funds. What is condemned in Islam is the guaranteed (risk-free) nature of interest. Islam is concerned with the injustice in a system, which divides the role of money between the provider of capital and the entrepreneur, guaranteeing the lender’s return at the expense of the borrower who assumes all the risk. Thus Islam regards the accumulation of wealth through interest as a reward without productive effort, and, therefore, selfish when compared with the accumulation of wealth through hard work and personal activity. Furthermore, a powerful incentive for saving may result in under-consumption and a lack of effective demand in the economy. Saving is seen as hoarding which is prohibited by Quran as it could lead to under-consumption and idle capacity.

Advantages of Islamic banks
According to Siddiqui (1985), compared with the non-Islamic banking system, Islamic banking
results in a more just and equitable distribution of resources. In a non-Islamic bank, if a borrower incurred a loss on a project financed by a bank loan, he/she will still be obliged to pay all interest due on the loan. On the other hand, if the interest rate dropped and the borrower secured high profit, other savers in the commercial bank will not be equitably rewarded. Additionally, it is often argued that the involvement of the Islamic bank in profit sharing forges closer ties between the bank and its customers, resulting in a better understanding by the bank of its customers than is reached by a non-Islamic bank. Further, interest charges may bring financial problems to borrowers. If a company is already engaged in high levels of borrowing, the consequential high interest charges may be sustainable and may produce negative implications on the company's gearing ratios. Finally, high interest rates may cause a serious problem in periods of recession, as has happened in the UK where high interest rates have forced thousands of companies out of business.

Whatever the theoretical arguments for the Islamic banking system may be, Islamic bank of Jordan find itself competing with well established conventional banks and as competition grows tighter, a firm's life span becomes shorter. As such, the Islamic bank of Jordan should be able to mobilize its resources to achieve the necessary competitive advantage. This can be dealt with through the formation of realistic business and management strategies where management accounting can play a significant role by providing the related parties with the required information.

**The Islamic banking system and marketing strategy**

Although the idea of the Islamic banking system is still in its infancy, it has nevertheless attracted the attention of many investors around the world. From a strategic point of view, this could be both advantageous and disadvantageous at same time. Being a nascent idea, Islamic banking has the potential for attracting new customers and, consequently, enhancing a bank's market share. This phenomenon may explain the increase in the branches of some Islamic bank in every city in Jordan. Islamic Bank of Jordan has established many branches in every city in Jordan. On the negative side, however, this high potential for expansion would motivate new entrants to the industry, and, as a result, provoke stiff competition by having new Islamic banks in Jordan.

It is worth noting that very few Islamic countries employ a single Islamic banking system. In fact, most Islamic and Arab countries adopt both the Islamic and the conventional commercial systems of banking. In some cases, a conventional commercial bank may open what is called an Islamic window, where Islamic business activities are conducted (this can be seen in Malaysia, the Arab Bank, and City Bank in London). In an interview given to the Middle East Broadcasting Centre TV (MBC), the Chairman of Barclays indicated that the bank intends to open branches in Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries that comply with the Islamic Sharia’s principles. As a result of these developments, the Islamic banking system is expected to face competition emanating from two primary sources. The first source of competition is expected to come from the conventional commercial banks, while the second will be posed by other Islamic banks. Hence, the marketing strategy of the Islamic bank must be concerned with its ability to gaining a competitive advantage and establishing a strong competitive position.

Generally speaking, the Islamic bank of Jordan is confronted with five forces of competition:
1 rivalry; 
2 customer negotiating power; 
3 investor and depositor negotiating power; 
4 new entrants; and 
5 product/service substitutes.

This requires industry and market segmentation through detailed analysis of customers and products/services. De Geus (1989) suggests that an organization can secure a competitive advantage if it has the ability to learn the future faster than its competitors. Hutchings and Weir (2006) demonstrated that management in successful Japanese companies takes a balanced view of performance. While they used historic data to measure performance, such as return on investment and change in relative market share, Lynch and Cross supported their analysis with indicators related to existing strategic health, such as the rate of production innovation and the rate of improvement in operational efficiency. Thus, an effective evaluation system could enjoy two main features: being balanced; and self-corrective. To design an effective performance evaluation system, the Islamic bank of Jordan can include the following aspects of performance:

1. Islamic business ethics: Is the bank observing the Islamic Sharia’s principles in conducting its activities? 
2. Customer satisfactions: Is the bank maintaining customers’ loyalty in relation to competitors? 
3. Innovation of products/services: How well is the bank doing in innovating new products/services and exploring new markets? 
4. Financial positions: Are the banks generating enough cash and profit to secure its competitive advantage and attract new investors? 
5. Operational improvements: How quickly is the bank improving the operation efficiency and effectiveness of its value measurement process measured by cost and time?

LITERATURE REVIEW

Marketing effectiveness is a complex subject. As far as its measurement is concerned, marketing effectiveness remains one of the most under-studied areas in the field of marketing. According to Bonoma and Clark (1988); Abratt and Russell (1999); Gupta and Zeithaml (2006) & Chen et al (2009) measuring organizational marketing effectiveness has remained problematic for researchers. Limited information is available from the existent body of marketing literature. However, Greenley (1987) and Jain et al (2007) focused on some of the major approaches to defining effectiveness, which involved:

1. Analysis of the end results, which is impaired by the difficulty of determining the cause of the results and whether planning had any effects on the outcome. 
2. The multi-dimensional approach, which involves examining the attributes of the planning system itself; and 
3. The assumption approach, which holds that planning is of benefit merely because it is used.

In reality, all of the approaches to marketing effectiveness remain problematic, and none of them are considered to be totally satisfactory. An approach to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
various decision aids in marketing practice was proposed by Gummesson (2004). Breaking the decision-making process into three stages (identifying options, forecasting outcomes and evaluating outcomes) and classifying marketing problems as operational decisions or investment decision could, according to Ali and Sabri (2001) assist marketers. However, analysis indicates that decision aids would have limited applications in marketing. Since marketing executives track market shape, sales volume, and profit contribution margins, a decline in these areas can cause desperate short-term activity. Such short-term actions include:

1. Raising or lowering prices suddenly; and
2. Increasing advertising or sales activity.

Although firms should keep track of such traditional marketing measures, marketers need new creative measures of marketing effectiveness to provide critical feedback about business activities. Marketers also need to monitor causal factors, which lead to customer satisfaction, loyalty, retention and good financial performance.

On the other hand, marketing scholars have emphasized the need to incorporate cultural concepts in marketing models and selling effectiveness (Weitz et al. 1988), and to examine culture alongside structure to explain managerial effectiveness (Boulding et al, 2005). A study carried out by Dunn et al. (1994) examined the relationship between organizational values, corporate goals, and climate and marketing effectiveness within the manufacturing sector. The results revealed that those companies which demonstrate superior marketing effectiveness also have distinguishing value profiles and goal orientations. The findings have also demonstrated the need to develop an environment that is supportive of marketing-oriented strategies. Marketing effectiveness is related to the cultural variables of customer closeness, key corporate values and market orientation. This seems to follow the logic of both the "excellence" writers (Peters and Waterman, 1982), and the available empirical and conceptual literature (Bonomo, 1985; Deshpande and Parasuraman, 1986; and Webster, 1988; Korner and Zimmermann, 2000; Krasnikow et al, 2009).

Marketing effectiveness could also be related to the formalization of marketing in terms of the chief marketing executive responsibilities, marketing information use and explicit strategy awareness. In this connection, the prevalent argument is that the formalization of marketing in various organizational terms has both a substantive impact on effectiveness related to organizational efficiency, and a symbolic impact, representing to members of the organization those activities, values and goals considered important by the powerful (Leverin & Liljander, 2006). Some of these studies suggest concrete management agenda to be addressed both in terms of some of the organizational variables which can be manipulated - CME responsibilities, marketing information systems and strategic awareness which should impact both directly on marketing effectiveness, and indirectly through the cultural variables of customer orientation, corporate values and market orientation. On the other hand, Knox et al (2003) argued that successful marketing performance relies on managerial concern for both customers and employees. In recent years, several studies have pointed to the importance of marketing to company performance, and in the UK, considerable emphasis has been placed on improving the marketing performance of small and medium-sized enterprises. Kim et al. (2003) found that the most
successful companies are those which are marketing oriented. Nevertheless, several traditional tenets of marketing are questioned by the findings, and it would seem that the traditional marketing model, as developed for large companies, is neither entirely necessary nor applicable to small companies.

The sole criterion for measuring marketing effectiveness is profitability, if improved sales performance is achieved. Expectations must be set for the outcomes attributable to the confirmation of marketing activities employed to attract business. This involves measuring sales ratios and trends (Gounaris et al, 2007).

Lai et al. (1992) examined marketing effectiveness by assessing the relative performance of companies based on responses concerning profitability, sales volume, market share, brand awareness, return on investment and coverage of market segment. The results indicated that the top performers consistently give more support than less successful companies to statements that are indicative of a genuine marketing understanding. Top performers also tend to be associated with more efficient and effective organizational structures and operating systems. They have more aggressive marketing objectives and a greater input from marketing to overall and long-term strategic planning. They are prepared to attack the whole market, to take on any competition as a calculated risk, to adopt a value-for-money positioning strategy and to be more active in product development to lead their market.

Gustafsson et al (2005) have attempted to look at each input in the marketing mix and measure it in terms of the amount of budget it consumes. Another study by Bhargava et al. (1994) examined the multi-dimensional aspects of performance measures, specifically examining variables related to marketing effectiveness. The results confirmed earlier findings that the dimensions of performance can be mutually exclusive, leading to confusion as to the appropriate means of resolving trade-offs. Data envelopment analysis based on the performance measures allows the creation of a performance frontier that inherently recognizes the trade-offs. The model incorporating profitability, market growth, and adaptability was the cost consistent in both productive and concurrent validity checks.

Henning et al(2002) introduced a general class of marketing interaction models, distinguishing between market response functions and marketing parameter functions. They argued that these models can be estimated by the standard general least squares procedures on pooled time-series and cross-sectional data. Macroeconomics variables were found to play an important part, in addition to the company's decision variables, in the determination of the level of sales. An attempt to study the relationships between the marketing mix variables of a company, taking into consideration the macroeconomics setting in which that company operates has been made by Brissimis and Kioulafas (1987).

A study by Jham and Khan (2008) explored whether there are differences in marketing actions and performance, between companies in the manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. The findings indicated that marketing decisions in the manufacturing sector show more sensitivity to macroeconomics conditions than the service sector. The manufacturing sector adjusts pricing,
product and research and development strategies more extensively than do non-manufacturers. Moreover, the non-manufacturing sector showed comparatively more extensive changes in credit decisions. Both sectors agree that target markets customer service and inventory policies and tactics must be changed in response to stagflation.

Howard et al. (1988) conducted a study to demonstrate the design and application of the ABC measure (consumer's attitudes, brand recognition and confidence) by analyzing the experience of managed cash accounts at four financial institutions. The ABC measure was developed to replace market share in the measurement of marketing effectiveness.

Unfortunately, despite the importance of assessing the effectiveness of all the marketing variables taken together so far, there are no indexes of model(s) that could be used to handle this critical aspect of marketing planning. Obviously, each industry or sector are likely to have different average values of marketing effectiveness, and, therefore, a similar measure of marketing effectiveness which reflects the average performance in the relevant industry sector should be determined if the calculated value of marketing effectiveness (ME) of a company is to be meaningful. Based on this, a standardized performance scale could be established to indicate the company's relative level of marketing effectiveness.

Innovation is generally considered vital to the survival and growth of companies. A major issue facing companies is the appropriate posture to adopt. Manu's (1993) study identified different innovative types from a sample of businesses in the PIMS database competing in European markets. Marketing strategies and performance levels were compared. Key findings from the study indicated that marketing strategy and performance effects depend on the type of innovative posture. In particular, extreme product innovativeness leads to negative financial and marketing performance but high rates of market share growth. Pioneering a market leads to superior performance, whereas late entry results in poor performance. Findings indicated that European marketing environments may not necessarily impact on innovation as a strategic orientation in a manner different from US markets.

On the other hand, in his article "From sales obsession to marketing effectiveness", Philip Kotler (1977) suggested a method for auditing marketing effectiveness. He presented the questions that should be asked in auditing the marketing effectiveness in a confirmation of five principal activities. These were: customer philosophy; integrated marketing organization; adequate marketing information; strategic orientation; and operational efficiency. This group of activities was validated by a number of recent empirical studies (Birley et al. 1987a, 1987b; Dunn et al. 1985a, 1985b; Hair et al, 2006)). The questions would be scored and the final score would determine the company's marketing effectiveness. In his method, Kotler avoided the use of any quantitative measures, such as profitability, market shape, growth, etc. He argued that the use of these measures would undermine the true performance of the marketing division. However, the ultimate aim of performing marketing activities effectively is to boost the sales, profit or market shape of a company. A measure which attempts to assess marketing effectiveness, but lacks the perspectives on these areas, is viewed as inadequate. It is measuring the efficiency but not the effectiveness of the marketing activities. Most of the past or recent research in this subject area
focuses on effectiveness of specific marketing functions, e.g. sales, advertising, promotions, marketing mix allocations, etc., as elaborated below.

STUDY METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION

The above review of the literature indicates a lack of consensus on the instruments to be used to assess marketing effectiveness. A notable shortcoming in the literature is a failure to link the analysis of marketing effectiveness to the banking industry. Moreover, most of the studies referred to above adopted qualitative techniques to measure effectiveness, which necessarily entails a degree of subjectivity. To avoid possible subjectivity, this study relies on quantitative characteristics. These characteristics are size, strength and soundness, and profitability and performance of Islamic banks. These variables represent three financial components that reflect the prime concern to investors in the equity capital of banks.

One may argue that inconsistencies in measuring performance in Islamic and non-Islamic banks may result in a misleading comparison. Although this argument has some justification, the choice in the conventional accounting measurement and disclosure (different approaches used to account for: bad debt, short-term and long-term investments, depreciation and foreign currency translation) makes consistency in measuring and reporting profit, even within conventional banks, difficult to attain. Hence, the measures employed in this study are already recognized in the literature (see for example: the Banker annual ranking of the top 25 Arab Banks; Murinde et al., 1995 & Jakka, 2004). The Banker conducts a yearly ranking exercise to the top 25 Arab banks where Islamic and commercial banks appear on the list. Murinde, Naser and Wallace used the return on investment, as a performance measure, for a sample of Islamic and non-Islamic banks to examine whether the Islamic banks can make prudent investment decisions without the interest rate instrument.

Bank size
The bank size is measured in this study by the bank's total assets. It is assumed that larger banks are more likely to survive, everything else being equal, because they possess more flexibility in financial markets and are able to diversify credit risk. In addition, holding company affiliation enhances financial measures available to a subsidiary bank and can mitigate the cost of introducing effective marketing strategy.

An increase in the bank assets is achieved by an increase either in investment or in the bank's reported earnings, which could signal an increase in the bank operations. However, using an Islamic bank's assets without reference to the country's average bank assets might provide a misleading signal. Hence, it is important to this study to compare the Islamic bank of Jordan assets with those of other Arab banks that appear on the list of the top 25 Jordanian banks operating within Jordan. This step is necessary in order to place the Islamic bank of Jordan in and to identify the bank's competitive position.

Strength and soundness
Strength and soundness are measured by the bank's capital/assets ratio. Capital serves as a buffer between losses incurred by the bank and losses imposed on deposit insurance fund. In practice,
there is no consensus on a safe and sound ratio. However, the individual bank's strength and sound ratio can be compared with the industry's average ratio. A capital/assets ratio equal to or more than the industry's average ratio reflects a healthy financial standing and may suggest an effective marketing strategy adopted by the Islamic bank under examination.

**Profitability and performance**

Profit is the lifeblood of the firm. The survival of a firm and the accomplishment of its goal are entirely dependent on its profitability. Continuous losses reduce the firm's capital, drain its assets and leave it vulnerable to the mercy of lenders and creditors. The bank's profitability and performance ratios used in this study are measured by the reported profit, return on assets and return on capital. Strong profit enables the bank to boost its capital and signals to investors, creditors and clients that the bank is viable. Consequently, a high profit before tax (PBT)/assets or PBT/capital ratios, in comparison with the average ratios of the industry implies an effective marketing strategy.

**Data collection**

To identify the position of Islamic bank of Jordan within the Jordanian banking industry, data have been collected from the bank’s annual reports for the period between 2004-2010 and the Banker’s annual ranking of the top 25 Jordanian banks. The top 25 Jordanian banks ranking has been used for three main reasons. First, the vast majority of the Jordan population is Muslims. Second, the creation of Islamic banks was encouraged and sponsored by Arab oil exporting countries. Third, the emergence of fundamental Islamic movements calling for reforms and a return to Islamic principles was concentrated in Jordan and Arab countries. Thus, we expect that the idea of Islamic banking to be well received by Jordanian and Arabs in general. This would suggest that the Islamic banking system would have a competitive advantage over other banking systems in Jordan and the Arab world.

**RESULTS**

First, the study examined the number of Islamic banks that appeared on the list of top 25 Jordanian and Arab banks (by capital) over the last ten years. The results indicates that although the Islamic bank of Jordan appear on the list over the period of study (ten years) were established before 1994, only the Arab Bank of Jordan and the Housing Bank of Jordan have been consistently included in the list of the top 25 Jordanian banks. The Table also reveals that Islamic bank of Jordan had a slow start, since only it appears on the list of the top 25 Jordanian banks between 1994 and 1997. Since then, the number of banks on the list has changed, reaching a peak in 1999 when nine banks offer Islamic banking made it to the list. By all measures, this number is not significant when compared with other Arab banks.

To provide an insight into the Islamic banking size within the country of operation, country analysis is conducted and reported in Table II. The Islamic bank of Jordan in the list of the top 25 Jordanian banks is compared with the other Arab banks on the list that operate within the other Arab countries.
It could be noticed from the results that the size of the Islamic banking of Jordan ranges from up to 100 per cent of the country's private banks assets in the case of Jordan to as small as 2 per cent in the case of Bahrain. None of the Islamic banks on the list showed steady growth in assets in comparison with the country's average private bank assets. The outcome of the analysis may emphasize the need for an effective marketing strategy to attract more users of the Islamic banking facilities as well as investors and depositors.

The strength and soundness of the Islamic bank of Jordan were tested by comparing their capital with that of the country within which they operate. Details of the individual Islamic bank's capital and country's total private banks capital are cleared in the results. The profitability of the Islamic Jordan bank as well as of other Arab banks on the list of the top 25 Arab banks is a clear conclusion from the study.

What draws one's attention is that none of the Islamic banks on the list reported any losses over the period under investigation. In addition, the Jordanian, Bahraini, Saudi and Kuwait Islamic banks showed continuous growth in their profit.

The Islamic banks of Jordan that consistently appeared on the list of 25 Arab banks were operating in seven Arab countries. A table was prepared in order to investigate the size, strength and soundness and performance of these banks.

The comparison of the Islamic banks' size with the country's private banks on the list of top 25 Arab banks, as reflected by assets, revealed that the average assets of both Islamic Banking of Jordan and Investment Corp. and The Arab Bank exceeded that of the country. It should be borne in mind that the Islamic banks are dominant in the Saudia Arabia and Sudan since these two countries banking system is strictly conducted in accordance with Islamic Sharia’s principles. However, the findings imply that the Islamic banks may still need to go a long way before reaching the average size of the industry, which may require an effective marketing strategy.

The strength of Islamic bank of Jordan is measured by capital in comparison with the country average capital of banks on the list of 25 Arab banks. Of the seven other countries that had been investigated in this study, only the capital of Al-Rajhi Banking and Investment Corp., operating in Saudi Arabia, exceeds that of country. This lends support to the previous finding and may indicate that the Islamic banks are still at their developing stage.

The soundness of the Islamic banks is measured by the capital/assets ratio. The Islamic bank of Jordan average capital/assets ratio is compared with the average ratio of the country's banks that appear on the list of the 25 banks. It can be noted from Table V that the ratio of average capital/average assets of banks operating in Jordan, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Egypt exceeds that of the country. Soundness, as such, seems to be well observed in conducting the activities of the majority of the Islamic banks. The analysis of the performance of Islamic banks, measured by the ratios profit before tax (PBT)/assets and PBT/ capital, reveals that the ratios scored by banks operating in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait exceeded those achieved by the country in which they operated.
It is evident from results that the Islamic bank of Jordan showed success in their performance compared with the other banks that appeared on the top 25 Arab banks. What attracts attention is the fact that Al-Rajhi Banking and Investment Corporation was superior to other Arab banks in its size, strength and soundness and performance. The above analysis revealed that the Islamic bank of Jordan is still in the development stage. The limited number of banks appeared on the top 25 Arab banks and unsteady growth in the banks assets and capital may imply that the demand for the Islamic bank of Jordan products is still limited. The Islamic bank of Jordan is advised to adopt an effective marketing strategy taking into account competition coming from similar Islamic banks and conventional banks. On the other hand, the Islamic bank of Jordan seems to have no problem in observing soundness in their investment and operation and this has been reflected through the steady reported profit.

**CONCLUSION**

For the Islamic bank of Jordan to survive, it must put a coherent pattern of action to improve its long-term competitive position. Management of Islamic bank of Jordan is under pressure to shift away from the tactical level to the strategic level. Rapid change in the banking environment requires innovation and creativity through product/services, and market development. Bearing in mind that Islamic bank of Jordan must conform with Islamic Sharia’s principles, they need to become more involved with the business activities of their customers compared with the conventional banking system which charges interest on loans to customers. Islamic banks often play the role of providing venture capital to customers and are as much in competition with Venture Capital firms, Investment Companies and Merchant banks.

The above analysis indicates that the Islamic bank of Jordan has not made sufficient use of their natural competitive advantages within the Muslim community. This might be due to issues that relate to cross-cultural differences in organizational behaviour and objectives. Additionally, given the principles with which they are conforming, non-Muslims should also be attracted to the services which they may provide. With increasing worldwide economic growth and a lessening of recessionary problems, Islamic bank of Jordan should develop an effective marketing strategy aimed at increasing the market share within the Arab banking world if they wish to survive.

Islamic bank of Jordan must determine the market share non-Arab banks (and associated venture capital companies, investment companies, etc.) have within Arab countries, as this will determine the position of Islamic bank of Jordan within the overall Jordanian and Arab banking industry. This would be possible through the use of marketing analysis to determine such information. Where appropriate, published accounts should be reviewed and key banking rates for each competitor, the average for non-Islamic banks as a whole, the average for the industry as a whole and Islamic banks (as a whole and individual) compared by region should be made. Such information will enable Islamic bank of Jordan to establish industry comparisons and the targets to be achieved. Having established targets, Islamic bank of Jordan must formulate business plans that lay out mission statements, aims, objectives, strengths, weaknesses and financial information (historical and forecasts). Given the Sharia’s principles, Islamic bank of Jordan should aim to build
up increased market share in Jordanian Muslim communities and will need to take strategic decisions regarding additional costs in the short/medium terms as there will be additional expenditure incurred in increasing market share with the eventual aim of long-term profits. In the short term, profitability may not be an important factor or objective, but the business plan must be explicit in aims and objectives to guide banks.

Organizational changes need to be made to develop improved services to customers and the banks need to make strategic decisions regarding the minimum/maximum capital which may be offered to customers and in which regions or industrial/commercial sectors investments may be made. Having established such basic criteria, an investment strategy will need to be formulated within the context of the business plan and will include measurements of whether the customer has the potential to realize the investment granted in a specific time period, whether the customer's business has a profitable track record, and whether the business has management of proven ability, etc. Whether investment will be made to assist with business development, business acquisition, product development, retracting, etc. will also need to be considered.

To ensure compliance with the legal agreement, the bank may decide to take a pro-active role in the customers' business affairs and ensure the investment is monitored by means of measuring the financial performance of the business at regular intervals. It will also decide to have regular management meetings to ensure its interests are represented. Additional services (which may be provided at an additional fee or at no charge in order to ensure the success of the investment) will include fund-raising, preparation of business plans and subsequent monitoring, treasury management, provision of legal services, application for government grants, marketing, personal services, cost reduction exercises, training audit, accounting, specialist economic advice. Only by being proactive can the bank be positive that its investment will be repaid and under the terms agreed. Such proactive involvement requires the bank to become involved in the marketing strategy of western banks. When the agreement has been satisfied, the bank may continue to provide such services as outlined earlier at agreed fees and this will assist the bank in its longer-term profitability.

During the next decade, Islamic bank of Jordan will need to give increasing attention to the following issues:

1 measuring brand equity;
2 measuring marketing's effectiveness;
3 a better new products process; and
4 measuring customer satisfaction.

The above analysis may imply that Islamic bank of Jordan has succeeded at the tactical level within the marketing process, while strategic issues, such as brand equity, have suffered. Measurement of the long-term value of the Islamic bank brand is crucial and the bank should invent instruments to do so. The true goal for all brands is profitable growth. This is the situation when the marketing mix is working properly. Focused attention on product quality improvement, marketing mix efficiencies and equity measurement are the only ways to obtain profitable growth.
To create loyal customers and achieve long-term competitive advantage, the Islamic bank of Jordan should ensure the following:
- customer responsiveness;
- fast-paced innovations; and
- flexibility.

New measures should, therefore, continually be created to provide feedback on these sources.
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